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ٕېٕѣ͞!!!ٕೇˬჯ̈́ˣศ
ᇝκېቷරඈ!!!˘̷࠰Ϥຽ΄ள
ĵٔۏٔѢ͝ĶćʹࠦওԚۏѢ
āѢ͝ā˪Ѣΰ͝ăĵٔೆ˫ხ̓
ˢวĶć˫ხವߎ˫֍Ԛٔ˫ۯъԚăˢ
วāѢΰ͝Ѣΰวāާᆂ˪ណїˢว˝
ĈహˢวߎڋĂҗĂݐĂΓΰ͝āΏˮ
ݐڋĂҗݐĂڋΓĂҗΓΰวāోΝͼᏛ
̜วāЮࠍθ̘ૈ˗͝˝ဖĉ̘ૈ˗͝ā
ోΝͼΧวă˫ხ̓ˢวವߎᄱʹࠦও
Ԛ࠸Ц̘࠸СăĵᇜιۏቶයඇĶćѢ
ߎпဉᇜιᚖ֣ᇸ࣍˗ԚāѢ
˪пဉᚖቶය֣࣍ᇸ̃ăĵ˗̶ϣຼ
லĶćࠍ̥ᆂʹࠦওѢЦ̘СԚۏ
ĈЮࠍʹࠦওోߎϣҡ࣑٘ඟຼā
˗̶ாϟඟೊӴᗓຼ٘Бїವā٘ͼ
Վ˗࣍ʹࠦওԚ̘ోۏСă
ٕѣஐఄᚑ!!!ৌܛมкঅр
ܝ㕍ᚮฟጫ႖!!!Ϥຽᇃຍᗔ
ĵٔѢஏ፼ఃᚐĶćٔۯѢဉஏͩ
ႍԚāٔۯѢဉఃᚐ̊፼Ԛăĵোܚภ
ᏽйпĶćѢࠦʹওߎϠো࠸̡ܚภ
ᏽ҂їವăĵܜ㕌ᚭพጪ႕ĶćѢ
ʹࠦও˪ဉሀᅥԚāਔพޜйܜāޜйඃ

Sutra:
They may be round or square,
Triangular or octagonal,
Or shaped like lotuses or wheels of maÜi.
Karma produces these distinct forms.
Commentary:
They may be round or square, / Triangular or octagonal. In general,
the shapes of these worlds are not at all the same as our world. Or there
may be some worlds that are shaped like jeweled lotuses or like jeweled
wheels of maÜi. / Karma produces these distinct forms. The reason
that there are all these peculiar shapes and forms is that these worlds are
created from the power of sentient beings’ karma. The wholesome karma
cultivated by the Buddhas and the mixed karma created by beings together
produce these worlds with their varied appearances.
Sutra:
Perhaps their adornments are blazing and pure,
Interlaced with pure gold of the finest quality.
Doors large and small are thrown wide open.
All this results from the vast karma of unmixed intention.
Commentary:
Perhaps there are lands where their adornments are blazing and pure,
such as lands shaped like whirlpools or blazing mountains. There may be
worlds interlaced with pure gold of the finest quality, / Doors large
and small doors are thrown wide open, like an open-air pavilion where
the air is very fresh. All this results from the vast karma of unmixed
intention. These worlds are created from the karma of beings. Some are
made from pure and wholesome karma, while others are made from a
mixture of good and evil karma.
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͖ā㝮ᙜۨইోັޜᔾăĵϣຼᇂຌ
ᗓĶćహోߎϣாϟຌن㝮ᙜٔۯѢ৶ඟ
ຼāٔۯѢඟೊӴᗓ٘ຼїವă
݅ঔᙝमҾᖟ!!!ᛊтำοд۩
ᚗοгӻఄᚑ!!!ኜҢЍځᚹ̚
ĵ݄ওᙜभҽᖞĶć٘ѢࠦʹওāѢኛ
ҡ݄˾ฒᙜ֣ᆂй̘СԚۏăĵᛉс
าξгۨĶć˴ವпဉۨ㝮า
Ԛ࠸ో̘˗ᇸăĵᚖξвӺఃᚐĶć
Ѣ˗ְ࣍ߎᚖ⯳вāޜӺఃᚐāޜп࠺
ăĵኛҡЌڀᚸ̙ĶćኛҡഁᇉЌ
ోڀ૰૰ᚸලă
˘̷઼˿̶͕Ҿ!!!Ѝ҃ځன
Ңٺтߏ݅ঔ̚!!!ЧЧϯனৠ఼˧
үϠΐߎো͔ϠΐĂᔗߎᇲ࢈˝֯Ĉᐋಇ
ϠΐΧᇲ࢈˝֯āವߎ࠺˟चલҡāԦ˴
લҡĆ࠺˟चલགāԦ˴લགăࠣҋ࠺ٹ
˟चલҡĂԦ̘લҡĆ࠺˟चલགĂԦ̘
લགăԿࠣҋ˟ٹचલҡલགāԦ̘Χ
લҡલགāᅩᘢā˴̘࣑ҕă
ವпဉԦࣆహᄫ֎রāԦۡྼѢ˗ְ࣍˟
ವᅩᘢహ࣍ᄫ֎রāᄱహ࣍ᄫ֎রߎȇೊ̘
ඟāԮ˟ోङѩ˝ăࡵ՞Ѣహᄫ֎রā́
चќವพ˝ीāї˝ҡ˝ăವЮࠍѢహ࣍ᄫ
֎রā٘ͼ˟̘พीĂ̘їҡăహߎណ˝
ּ࣍͝ڰ໐ໜహ࣍ᄫ֎রāҊ̘̍ᙷຌጮ˴
Χࢊ̘˟ጮāహߎ˗ᗻ௪ၙĉ
ࠣҋٹҊ̘࣑̍ҕā˴̘Χ˟࣑ҕāವَ
˟࣑ҕוҊ̍݇ᙜΜ˝ă٘ͼವຏ͝ڰ
Χ˟˴̘࣑ҕă
̊ܚщїϱͼּā˟˟ోϠΐ࣑ҕā
ವѢ˟̘ᎷāᄱϠΐ࣑ҕߎ̘၅āᑔ
ྌ̘࣑ҕăᔗѢ˟࣑ྼāವَ֘ࡳăүహ
࣍ਘϨᝂਘїహ࣍ᇸ̃ā֣㝮ᙜ྄ߎ̘
฿ґāವߎޜᙰ࠺ڋҗāүᔗຐ
θຐ૿֣ᆂᆕङā˪ຏඛθпЪ
ڋҗā˪ຏඛθпࡌҖچā˪ຏࢊඛθ
пҜв͝ā˪ຏࢊඛθ୫Ă
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Sutra:
The boundless sea of kçetras, with myriad differentiations,
Resembles a bank of clouds drifting in space.
Jeweled wheels cover their ground in wondrous adornment
Under the dazzling light of the Buddhas’ radiance.
Commentary:
The boundless sea of kçetras, with myriad differentiations of which
no two are alike, resembles a bank of clouds drifting in space. They are
like clouds in the sky, all shaped differently. Jeweled wheels cover their
ground in wondrous adornment, beautiful to behold, under the dazzling
light of all the Buddhas’ eternal radiance of wisdom.
Sutra:
Mere discriminations of the mind,
All lands appear in shining light.
Manifesting within the seas of kçetras,
Each and every Buddha displays his spiritual powers.
Commentary:
When you apply efforts, are you practicing sincerely or are you just
being perfunctory? When one just rejoices in others’ effort, one is being
perfunctory, which means when others recite the Buddha’s name, one also
follows suit. The same thing applies to sutra recitation. Or even when one
sees others recite the Buddha’s name or sutras, one will not even follow.
Moreover, one tells others not to cultivate, not to recite the Buddha’s name
or sutras because it’s obstructive to others’ practices. Just like the language
class we have opened. I know some people are obstructing this class saying
this class is of the ten evils, is unwholesome and will cause fatal harm to
everyone. If there were no language class, everyone would have already been
enlightened and realized Buddhahood. Because of this very language class,
people cannot become enlightened or realize Buddhahood. People saying
this are using a tactic to destroy this class. Since they themselves are not
willing to learn this language, they tell others not to learn it either. This is
the worst habit of all. They themselves do not want to cultivate, so they
manipulate others and cause them not to practice. They fear that others
will be more advanced in their cultivation than they are. Therefore, they
think of various ways to cause others not to cultivate.
Ever since we have founded Gold Mountain Monastery, everyone
has applied effort in their cultivation. However, this makes some people
unhappy saying that applying efforts in one’s practice is wrong and one
should not cultivate at all. Some cultivators do want to cultivate and are
afraid of undergoing hardship. You see! Your stinky skin bag stinks so badly;
it contains either yellow discharges or ill-looking things. But, you still
cherish it so much that for this body, you seek good food, good clothes,
good housing and chase after various kinds of desires and defiled matters

ߕѲ֯ଏּΧθృཊຼăүహࡵ̘ߎ
ᘠྕā֣ʹภˮವВ˴՞Ѣᘠ˟
˝ĉᙸᙸࣅࣅҊ̍ᔗ̘ۡྼāᔗᛆ૿Ҋ
̍ͦአోᓏڀāͦአోпă၀Ҋ̍ͦአ
ోਘāͦአోᗻāͦአోᅺᝮāҊ̍ᔗ̘
ۡၛບāᔗࢊࠍహ࣍ਘϨᝂΜ֘֘ࡳࡳĂ
ೖཛྷĂᙸᙸࣅࣅāࠍθઆઆͰāహ
ߎޜΝᇓĉ
Ԧࣆ࣑ྼ̘ࢊ˟ල˗̶ă߉̘
ල˗̶ā˪Ѣ̥ᆂ֯ଏߎ̘૿˝Ĉ
˪Ѣ̥ᆂ֯ଏߎˬ̘ٷĈԦࣆహ࣍̊ܚ
щߎ࣍Ᏻҡಝā࠺࠺ࣸ˗࣍Џїҡăࣸ˗
࣍ো͔Ϡΐā၀၀ггΜ࣑ҕāࣸ˗࣍ವ
ќїವăࣸ˗࣍г㝮ᐜஃā̘܍܍
ᄭোā֣ؔో຺̘Ѣ٘їವă
͆ڀವߎ˜͠ȇ̢͞āԦࣆహқࠍ
ʹࠦ٘ѢாϟࡅᘣοͦͷЯּ˝ă
ࣆгΜяȇ͠ḛ̑͞พؔ൳೨͔ā˫
Ս˗āּࡅՏʹࠦοā̪яˢ͠ȇ˚
͞Ԯహ࣍೨͔హ˗ฤ߰႔˝ăԦࣆΝ
ͼࢍ˜͠ȇ̢ࠍ˗࣍႔ο͞ā͆ڀԦ
ࣆವּઆహ࣍ࡓنă̘Ҭ̪яѢహ࣍ࡓن
͞āяяోΝͼгహ˗͆ᓜҕ˗࣍ࡓنā
ּࡓ࡙نహқۨ݇ώѢ࣑ҕ˟ăг
ҡା㝮ᐜāአѢྼᇆāአѢ࣑ҕāአವߎ
োϑҡܪऴĂҡԘ̃ăహқਔَ̘
֘ࡳāּࠍҡାۊЌāᇅᜨ˟āహ
ߎԦҽᝋಇăĵ˗̶ߎҁយā࠺Ⴋާ
ᆂᏰā䌄ࢫࡵ̘ᙉāึВଁᐜĶăсг
ΖྭˮંͣᅭВּ࿄ăహߎࣆ࣑ҕă
ĵ˗̶˾̵͔ҽĶć˗̶˾
ోߎϣாϟҊ̵͔ҽ҂Ѣāாϟ͔㝮
ࡵ՞Ѣ̵ҽā˗̶˾˴ోណїۨ˝ă
ĵЌڀ҂நĶć̘ߎ˗Ќڀā
ߎ٘ѢЌڀāోᚸநΌּăĵҡ
ٹсߎ݄ও̙Ķćҡгహְϣாϟ̵͔
ҽ҂நΌּ݄ও㝮ᙜăĵЦЦϮநয়
˦ĶćгՎ݄࣍ও㝮ోϮநয়˦ăг̘
С݄ও㝮ā٘ផநয়˦˴̘Сă
ٕѣᗔߖٕஐ!!!צࡴצሄЧमҾ
Ϥຽঔ̙ޥᛉ!!!ኜ߹ᖼڱ㝱тߏ

so that it can create more offenses. If you are not stupid, then there are
no more stupid people. People are deluded and are not aware of this fact.
They think they are smarter and better than everybody. However, just
on the contrary, they are worse and more defiled than anyone. They are
senseless, would still undergo hardship, and become afflicted and confused.
They are slaves for their body and it is truly pitiful.
Those of us who cultivate should not attach to anything. What’s the
big deal? What is it that we can’t put down? Gold Mountain Monastery is
a Buddha-selecting place to see who will become a Buddha first. Whoever
really applies effort genuinely and practices honestly is the one who will
have accomplishment first. Whoever just passes time in vain casually
without being serious is the one who will not achieve anything at the
end.
Tomorrow is September 15th, which is the day the two bhikshus who
are praying for world peace will return. They brought forth the Bodhi
resolve in October 16th of last year. They have been doing three steps
and one bow to pray for world peace. Their resolve has been perfected.
We can make September 15th as the Day of Perfect Peace, which we will
commemorate it tomorrow. Although we will commemorate tomorrow, we
can make it a ritual out of it every year on this day in order to remember
these two unprecedented cultivators in the United States. In Buddhism,
whoever has virtue and cultivation is a genuine Buddhist and the Buddha’s
disciple. Because I see that these two fear no difficulty, glorify Buddhism
and have the ability to influence others, I am especially delighted.
“Everything is a test / To see what you will do / Mistaking what’s in front
of you / You’ll have to start anew.” They just restart wherever they are
interrupted. This is their cultivation.
All lands are mere discriminations of the mind, only products of the
discriminating consciousness. If there were no one making discriminations,
all lands would become emptiness. All lands appear in shining light.
/ Manifesting within the seas of kçetras, / Each and every Buddha
displays his spiritual powers. Within all the different countries that are
discriminated by the minds of beings, Buddhas manifest different kinds
of spiritual penetrations.
Sutra:
Some lands are defiled, others pure.
The joy and misery of each being
Differs because of the inconceivable sea of karma.
The cyclic flow of dharmas is eternally thus.
Commentary:
Some lands are defiled, like the SahÁ World which is made of the five
turbidities, and others are pure, like the Eastern Pure VaiÉërya World,
which has adornments of purity, and the Western Land of Ultimate Bliss,
whose inhabitants experience no suffering but only bliss, because the
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ĵٔѢᗓߕٔஏĶćѢࠦʹওߎᗓߕ
āпဉउʹࠦವΧ̢፨ೊʹăѢʹ
ࠦওߎஏāпဉ͝ڋஏራʹࠦವ
ߎஏఃᚐāҗ͝ແሃʹࠦ˴ߎҬץኛ
ሃāѢாࡳā՞Ѣ˫ೊྼā˴ߎஏ
ăĵץࡵץሃЦभҽĶćउʹࠦವץ
ாࡳϸā༰ೊΆ႔ĆແሃʹࠦವҬץኛ
ሃāѢாࡳā٘ͼЦѢ̘Сăĵϣຼ
ও̘ޤᛈĶćహోߎϣኛҡ٘ృඟຼā
ாϟ٘ృඟೊຼ٘Ԛїāోߎ̘Ν
ޤᛈăĵኛ߸ᖻڰ㝰сߎĶć˗̶߸ᖻ
ኛڰā૰૰ోߎဉహᇸ̃ೇᒕაāּЯ
̘ંв߸ᖻă
˘̰ͨ͋ᙱ!!!݅ޥඈဧᇴҝ
˘˘࠰ѣ࿆!!!дிົ̚ކӻڱ
ĵ˗̯ͧ͊ᙰ݄ޤĶćг˗࣍ͧ͊㝮ᙜವ
Ѣຏ̘וā̘ޤԅ֣ᆂйኛҡ݄˾ăĵ
ඇຊဦᇳҜĶćѢဉຊဦ֣ᆂй
̘СֵҜăĵ˗˗Ѣ࿅ಳĶćՎ
˗࣍ʹࠦও㝮ᙜోѢ࿅ಳă࿅ಳߎአ
Ĉವߎҡăĵгா຺̙ޅӺڰĶćѓ
ாও຺㝮ᙜႉᄱӺڰă
˘ٺဧ̂̈݅̚!!!मҾтဧᇴ
π˭Ч̙Т!!!Ңଉྔـᖼڱ
ĵ˗ٹဦ̙݄́̇Ķćг˗ຊဦ㝮ᙜā
ವᛶࠦʹ̶˗ץওā̙Ѣ́˾ā
˴Ѣ̇˾ā˾̘˴̇́Сăĵ
भҽсဦᇳĶćహ˗̶ʹࠦওभ
ҽವпဉʹࠦওຊဦᇳ֣ᆂйăĵο
ˬЦ̘СĶćహְ˾Ѣߎοā՞
Ѣ̊˴՞ѢڪāోߎοвĆѢѢ̊˪
ѢڪāՎ࣍˾ో̘Сăĵҡଈྒྷؿᖻڰ
Ķć̘ኡθߎ́ߎ̇Ăߎߎ༢Ăߎο
ٔұ̘οāҡోύו˦ᙷՎ࣍
в͝Μᖻڰāା̻ாϟă
Fৱᥛ
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three evil paths do not exist there. And so it says: The joy and misery of
each being / Differs because of the inconceivable sea of karma. In the
SahÁ World, which is filled with myriad evils, beings undergo all kinds
of suffering. Worlds are dissimilar; they are products of the Buddhas’
wholesome deeds as well as beings’ good and bad karma, all of which
are inconceivable. The cyclic flow of dharmas, this recurrent cycle, is
eternally thus. The flowing and turning of worlds never stops.
Sutra:
A single pore contains inconceivable lands
As numerous as motes of dust, in diverse environments.
Each land has an All-Shining Honored One
Proclaiming wondrous Dharma for the assembled multitudes.
Commentary:
A single pore contains inconceivable lands / As numerous as motes of
dust, in diverse environments. In each pore there are more Buddhalands
than can be enumerated or thought about. Each land has a Buddha, an
All-Shining Honored One / Proclaiming wondrous Dharma for the
assembled multitudes which resemble a great sea.
Sutra:
A single dust mote includes lands great and small,
Their variations as multitudinous as motes of dust.
Whether level, high, or low, each terrain is unique.
The Buddhas travel to them all to turn the Dharma wheel.
Commentary:
A single dust mote includes lands great and small. In each mote of dust
there are large lands and small ones. They aren’t all the same size. Their
variations as multitudinous as motes of dust. In a single particle of
dust all the seas of worlds are gathered in, each having its own individual
characteristics. There are as many differences to them as there are motes
of dust. Whether level, high, or low, each terrain is unique. Some lands
are level and flat, with no mountains and rivers. Others have mountains
and rivers. The lands all differ from each other. The Buddhas travel to
them all to turn the Dharma wheel. Whether the lands are flat, or have
peaks and depressions, the Buddha follows the power of his vows and goes
there to teach beings and turn the Dharma wheel.
FTo be continued

